[Teledermatology between two French hospitals: Two years of experience].
Teledermatology is currently booming. Due to the shortage of dermatologists in hospitals access to dermatological consultations is very limited in some hospitals. We present our experience of collaboration between an expert center, the dermatology department of the Victor-Dupouy Hospital Centre in Argenteuil, and all medical structures under the André-Mignot Hospital in Versailles (CHV), including 2 prison medical centers (UCSA), traditional departments and emergency department. Teledermatology, developed in the form of tele-expertise, began at the UCSA in November 2013. This expertise was then extended in June 2014 to the Internal Medicine department of CHV, and in December 2014 to all departments, including the emergency department. The rules and ethics of teledermatology were strictly adhered to. While UCSA could file all expertise dossiers, only urgent or difficult cases could be filed by other CHV departments. In 26 months, 347 expertise requests were filed: 231 by prisons and 116 by the other departments of the CHV. No patients refused teledermatology. The quality of information and photographs was considered good or excellent in over 95% of cases. A response was given within 3hours in more than 50% of cases and in all cases within 24hours (on working days). Analysis of diseases diagnosed illustrates the wide variety of conditions encountered in dermatology, with different structures having their own specific features. Our example illustrates the possibility of developing such an inter-hospital platform. However, it does not yet cater for requests made by patients to dermatologists, by dermatologists to dermatologists, or by dermatologists to the hospital teledermatology department. Acceptability was considered excellent by patients (with no refusals), physicians at the CHV, and the expert center.